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Molecular cloud (MC)
Gas+Dust

(Myers 1978)
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Formation and evolution of 
MC is a hot research topic

Importance	of	molecular	cloud
•Forming	stars
• Energy	source	of	Active	Galactic	Nuclei
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Probe for Observing Molecular Cloud

UV・cosmic ray change state

Cosmic RayUV

CO	has	been	used.		Atomic	carbon	may	be	good	probe.

Ionization of H2 >13.6 eV

Critical density n optical depth

lWhat	is	good	probe?

CO	J=1-0 n〜1×103/cc
CO	J=4-3 n〜4×104/cc

Thermal emission from dust grains

Dissociation	of	CO >11.1eV

Ionization	of	C >	11.3eV

[He]/[H]〜 0.1
[O]/[H]	〜5×10-4	
[C]/[H]	〜3×10-4

Dissociation	of	H2 >14.7	eV

Emission	lines	of	molecule	and	atom

Abundance
Gas (molecule, atom)

Dust Grain

Molecular cloud

l No emission from main constituent H2



History	of	Mapping	the	Milky	Way
Bell	Lab7m	13CO	1-0	(Stark+	IAU	Stmp.	1987)
Masschusetts-Stony	Brook

FCRAO	14m 12CO	1-0	45”	3’grid
(Sanders+ApJS 1986, Scoville+,ApJS 1987)

CfA 1.2m	1２CO	1-0	 9’	4deg	 <full	beam
(Dame+	ApJ 1987, 2001	)
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Concentrated	in	a	ring		between	4<r<8 kpc from	the	Galactic	center
MC	exists	in	the	form	of	GMC (40pc、 105Mo)



Velocity	of	Molecular	Cloud

Δf→Velocity of MC

Frequency

Doppler Shift

f0fd

Velocity

MC
Radio	
Telescope

Galactic	rotation

→Shift	in	Frequency
(f0 →fd )

Rest	frequency	f0	:
Structure	of	
molecule&Atom

Distance	to	MC

Relative	motion



Molecular	Cloud	around	Sun
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High	Resolution	Galactic	Plane	Survey

Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan (2017), Vol. 00, No. 0 7

Fig. 3. Integrated intensity maps of (a) 12CO, (b) 13CO, and (c) C18O J = 1–0 in region A (l = 12◦ to 22◦, b = − 1◦ to 1◦). The integrated velocity range
is −50 km s−1 < VLSR < 200 km s−1. Panel (d) shows the Spitzer GLIMPSE image (blue: 3.6 µm, green: 5.4 µm, red: 8.0 µm) in the same region.

Fig. 4. Three-color peak Tmb intensity image of region A: 12CO (red), 13CO (green), and C18O (blue).

physical conditions of Galactic GMCs in a way similar to
Barnes et al. (2015). In figure 4, dense and warm regions420

are shown in white, where all 12CO, 13CO, and C18O are
intense. The red clouds, which are very bright in 12CO but
very weak in 13CO and C18O, indicate low optical depth
and high temperature regions. On the other hand, green
and blue clouds, where 13CO/12CO or C18O/12CO is high,425

are high optical depth and low temperature, namely high
density and cold, regions.

Figures 5–7 show channel maps of 12CO, 13CO, and
C18O emission with velocity intervals of 10 km s−1 in
region A. We note that the strips on the C18O channel maps 430

from 130 to 160 km s−1 in figure 7 are due to artificial
signals that are not fully removed at this moment.

(Umemoto+	Publ 17)

FOREST	Unbiased	Galactic	plane	Imaging	survey	with	
Nobeyama 45m	telescope(FUGIN

(resolution	20”）

13CO	1-0

C18O	1-0

12CO	1-0



Advances	in	the	Survey	Obs.
l Higher	angular	resolution

Nagoya Univ. NANTEN2  4m
NRO	45m	FUGIN

l Higher	frequency
Univ.	Tokyo-NRO	60cm CO	2-1 9’
Osaka	Prefect.	Univ. 1.8m	3’	

12CO	13CO	C18O	2-1
Univ.	of	Tsukuba	30cm	9’	

CO	4-3			CI	 9’

JCMT 15m	CO	3-2
(Dempsey+	ApJS 2013)

Orion	MC(Ishi+	2016)	

60cm	telescope@Chile

Mt.	Fuji	1.2m	CO	4-3			

Intensity	ratio	(I	4-3/1-0）
→physical	condition

Tsukuba	30cm	in	Chile



Filamental structure	of	Dust
Ph. André et al.: The Herschel Gould Belt Survey

Fig. 1. Column density maps of two subfields in Aquila (left) and Polaris (right) derived from our SPIRE/PACS data. The contrast of the filaments
with respect to the non-filamentary background has been enhanced using a curvelet transform as described in Appendix A. Given the typical width
∼10 000 AU of the filaments, these column density maps are equivalent to maps of the mass per unit length along the filaments. The color scale
shown on the right of each panel is given in approximate units of the critical line mass of Inutsuka & Miyama (1997) as discussed in Sect. 4.
The areas where the filaments have a mass per unit length larger than half the critical value and are thus likely gravitationally unstable have been
highlighted in white. The maximum line mass observed in the Polaris region is only ∼0.45× the critical value, suggesting that the Polaris filaments
are stable and unable to form stars at the present time. The candidate Class 0 protostars and bound prestellar cores identified in Aquila by Bontemps
et al. (2010) and Könyves et al. (2010) are shown as green stars and blue triangles, respectively. Note the good correspondence between the spatial
distribution of the bound cores/protostars and the regions where the filaments are unstable to gravitational collapse.

Fig. 2. Core mass functions (blue histograms with error bars) derived from our SPIRE/PACS observations of the Aquila (left) and Polaris (right)
regions, which reveal of total of 541 candidate prestellar cores and 302 starless cores, respectively. A lognormal fit (red curve) and a power-law
fit (black solid line) to the high-mass end of the Aquila CMF are superimposed in the left panel. The power-law fit has a slope of −1.5 ± 0.2
(compared to a Salpeter slope of −1.35 in this dN/dlogM format), while the lognormal fit peaks at ∼0.6 M⊙ and has a standard deviation of ∼0.43
in log10 M. The IMF of single stars (corrected for binaries – e.g., Kroupa 2001), the IMF of multiple systems (e.g., Chabrier 2005), and the typical
mass spectrum of CO clumps (e.g., Kramer et al. 1998) are also shown for comparison. Note the remarkable similarity between the Aquila CMF
and the stellar IMF, suggesting a ∼ one-to-one correspondence between core mass and star/system mass with M⋆sys = ϵMcore and ϵ ≈ 0.4 in Aquila.

one-to-one basis, with a fixed and relatively high local efficiency,
i.e., ϵcore ≡ M⋆/Mcore ∼ 20−40% in Aquila. This is consistent
with theoretical models according to which the stellar IMF is in
large part determined by pre-collapse cloud fragmentation, prior
to the protostellar accretion phase (cf. Larson 1985; Padoan &
Nordlund 2002; Hennebelle & Chabrier 2008). There are sev-
eral caveats to this simple picture (cf. discussion in André et al.
2009), and detailed analysis of the data from the whole GBS will
be required to fully characterize the CMF–IMF relationship and,
e.g., investigate possible variations in the efficiency ϵcore with

environment. It is nevertheless already clear that one of the keys
to the problem of the origin of the IMF lies in a good understand-
ing of the formation process of prestellar cores, even if additional
processes, such as rotational subfragmentation of prestellar cores
into binary/multiple systems (e.g., Bate et al. 2003), probably
also play an important role.

Our Herschel initial results also provide key insight into the
core formation issue. They support an emerging picture (see also
Myers 2009) according to which complex networks of long, thin
filaments form first within molecular clouds, possibly as a result
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Andre+	A&A	10 Colum	density	（Hershel	SPIRE/PACS
70-500um〜0.1pc width



Emission	Lines	from	Atom	and	Molecule
Change	in	internal	energy

E = Eelectron +Evibration +Erotation

Eu

EL
Energy	States	of	molecule

Eu −EL = hν

CO	J=1-0 115GHz

Rotational	transition	of	CO
CO	J=4-3 460GHz

Interaction	between	angular	momentum	of	electron	and	spin

€ 

3P2−
3P1

€ 

3P1−
3P0

809.34GHz	(370um)

492.16GHz	(609um)

Fine structure	line	of	atomic	carbon	(CI)	



CI in the Milky Way
MW survey by COBE(7°） (Fixsexen+	1999,	Wright,et al.	ApJ,1991)

210 FIXSEN, BENNETT, & MATHER Vol. 526

FIG. 3.ÈLongitude proÐles of the intensity for CO lines for the Galactic plane. The intensity in each bin represents the average over 5¡ in Galactic
longitude and in Galactic latitude, under the assumption that the emission is dominated by an unresolved line at the Galactic plane. The 2 p error bars^0¡.5
include detector noise and gain uncertainties. There are few measurements in the l \ 90¡ bin, so we caution against overinterpretation of results that are
based only on this data point. The transitions are noted on the plots. Note that the CO 7È6 transition plot also contains the C I transition at2p2 :3P2È3P1370.4 km.

Galactic center, as do Bennett et al. (1994). With the
improved S/N, we can now detect this line at the D5 p level.
The error bars on the line intensity are larger near the
Galactic center because of uncertainty in the ability to cali-
brate and remove the larger continuum emission there. As
shown by Bennett et al. (1994), the water absorption should
be expected.

In Figure 4c we examine the ratio of the 269 km para-
line to the continuum. The change in the ratio showsH2O

that this is a true absorption and not an artifact of the
calibration. Beyond the central Galactic region
(40¡ [ l [ [90¡), the signal is so small that it is swamped
by the noise.

3.3. Emission L ines of O, Si, and CH
As oxygen is the third most abundant element, molecular

oxygen might be expected in a wide variety of conditions

(Viala & Walmsley 1976). Measuring it would help to
unravel the many reactions involving oxygen. Searching for
it is difficult because of the oxygen in the atmosphere. The

transition of at 705.8 km (Fig. 4e) is predicted by(32È12) O2Marechal, Viala, & Benayoun (1997) to be among the
strongest lines. The intensity could be up to 10 nW m~2O2sr~1 for thick clouds. The line was not detected by COBE
FIRAS, and we place a limit (95% conÐdence level [CL]) on
its intensity toward the Galactic center of 1 nW m~2 sr~1.
There is 1 nW m~2 sr~1 of in a ring ( o l o B 10¡), but thisO2is only a 2.5 p e†ect and we do not claim a detection but
only an upper limit of 3 nW m~2 sr~1.

The 145.5 km O I (Fig. 4f) is detected, but it is strongest in
the spiral arms rather than the Galactic center. The 115.8
km CH line has been detected (Fig. 4h), although the FIRAS
noise is high. A weighted average using the 205.3 km N II

intensity as a template improves the S/N to show the detec-



Atomic carbon (CI) is detected at PDR
Photo Dissociation Region(PDR)

Simulation

(Hollenbach & TienenRev. Mod. Phys.1999)



Observation	of	PDR

(Orr,	et	al.,	ApJ,	2014)

HIFI	44”@492GHz

PDR	model	well	explains	the	results

Taurus	Molecular	Cloud

12CO	1-0	
FCRAO14m 45”

13CO	1-0

CI	809GHz

CI	492GHz

CII	1.9THz



C	I	Peak	behind	CO	

CII	contour

13CO	Red	contour

（Kamegai et	al.,	ApJ 2003）

Distribution	of	CI	is	similar	to	that	of	13CO

Low	density	PDR	or	Chemically	young	core
CI	color

PDR	in	dark	cloud	L1688

C18O core	is	closer	to	exciting	star

Mt	Fuji	1.2m

CII
CI C18O

C	II
CI

C18O



Chemical	Evolution	and	CI

(Suzuki	et	al.,ApJ 1992)

Chemical	compositions	change	with	time



Sub-mm	Observation	is	difficult
• No detector

→THz detector is available

Camera MKIDS TES 

Heterodyne SIS, HEB

• Absorption by atmosphere

(Water vapor & Oxygen)
↓

Maunakea （Hawaii） Atacama desert in Chile

lHigh Altitude ,Dry site



High	Plateau	in	Antarctica
l Best site for sub-mm Astronomy

• High altitude（3000m以上)

• Low temp. (Min-80℃、Av-55℃）

Temperature
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10m Telescope in Antarctica
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Summary
• Molecular	cloud	is	important	

– Energy	source	of	Active	Galactic	Nuclei
– Stars	are	born	in	Molecular	cloud

• CI	at	492	GHz	&	809	GHz may	be	good	probe	for	revealing	
formation	and	evolution	of	molecular	cloud.

• Sub-mm	Astronomy	is	difficult	due	to	strong	absorption	of	
atmospheric	water	vapor.

• Antarctic	plateau	is	best	site	on	earth	for	Sub-mm	
Astronomy.

• We	have	plan	to	build	10m	class	telescope	in	Antarctica


